Abstract. A principal difference between the channelized Hotelling (CH) and visual-search (VS) model observers is how they respond to noise texture in images. We compared the two observers in lesion-detection studies to evaluate linear and angular sampling parameters for CT. Simulated lung images were generated from a single two-dimensional mathematical torso phantom containing circular lesions of fixed radius and relative contrast. Projection datasets were produced for two detector pixel sizes and from 15 to 128 projections at 15 and 65 M counts per set. Filtered backprojection reconstructions were obtained with dimensions of 128 × 128 and 256 × 256. A localization receiver operating characteristic study was conducted with two human observers, three single-feature VS observers, and a feature-adaptive VS observer. The effects of the sampling parameters on performance were similar for all of these observers. The CH observer, applied in location-known studies with and without background variability, was not affected by the variations in angular sampling. The two-stage VS framework was an effective modification of the CH observer for assessing the effects of noise texture on humanobserver performance in this study.
Introduction
Noise texture is a primary factor in determining the quality of tomographic medical images. Chiefly comprised of quantum and anatomical noise, the texture is influenced by numerous components of the imaging chain, including patient habitus, data acquisition, the reconstruction method, and subsequent postprocessing. For example, aliasing artifacts 1 may occur due to undersampling while image smoothing can enhance noise correlations. Our focus is on how sampling affects image quality as quantified by lesion-detection performance. In this work, human and model observers read simulated two-dimensional (2-D) lung CT images for which the acquisition was configured by the number of angular projections and the linear detector dimension. Human performance was considered the gold standard for assessing the acquisition quality.
CT researchers have often examined aspects of the data acquisition using technical metrics, such as spatial resolution and contrast-to-noise ratio. [2] [3] [4] [5] In evaluating task performance instead, we tested two approaches for using model observers as stand-ins for human observers. One approach made use of the channelized Hotelling (CH) observer 6 in location-known studies with a fixed lesion profile. This ideal linear observer includes spatial frequency channels to model the human visual system and reduce the computational dimensions. The CH observer has been used to investigate acquisition protocols for digital breast tomosynthesis [7] [8] [9] (DBT) and CT. 10 Modeling human observers may require the addition of internal noise to degrade the prior knowledge that the CH observer brings to a task. For the second approach, we applied visual-search (VS) observers. 11 These nonlinear observers, which implement a two-stage searchand-analysis process that approximates how radiologists read medical images, have also been used to evaluate DBT acquisition protocols. 12 The human and VS observers both took part in a localization receiver operating characteristic (LROC) study, allowing for direct comparison of their results. The CH observer read images with noise levels and lesion contrasts that were consistent with this LROC study. The objective with the CH observer was to see whether performance trends with changes in the sampling parameters were consistent with those from human observers.
The VS observers operated with lesion-like features extracted from the images. These features are also relevant to the construction of linear models such as the CH observer. The lesion profile, the profile modified by an eye filter, and a profile gradient were each used to form a single-feature VS observer. A fourth, feature-adaptive visual-search (FAVS) observer implemented the same set of visual channels as the CH observer. This FAVS observer used training images to identify an effective subset of these channels for search.
Methods

Framework for Model Observers
We represent a 2-D reconstructed image as vector f. The image may contain a single lesion centered at some pixel within a region of interest (ROI). With a total of J locations, an observer chooses from hypotheses H 0 ; : : : ; H J , where the null hypothesis H 0 is that f consists solely of a noise-free background plus quantum noise. With each remaining hypothesis, the image also contains a lesion centered at the j'th location. A single-lesion profile s was used for this study. The instance of J ¼ 1 describes the location-known task undertaken by the CH observer.
The model observers in our study generated a scalar rating λ indicating lesion presence or absence in a given image. For the location-known study, observer performance was measured by the detectability index E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 6 3 ; 7 0
that quantifies the separation between the conditional probability distributions of λ under the two hypotheses. The terms hλi i and varðλÞ i (i ¼ 0, 1) are, respectively, the mean and variance of λ under H i . For the LROC study, observers also indicated the maximally suspicious location in an image. The rating and probable location were, respectively, the max and argmax of a perception measurement λ j computed over the ROI pixels. We used the area under the LROC curve (A L ) as the performance figure of merit. Further details on the observer studies are in Sec. 2.6.
Channelized Hotelling Observer
The CH observer computed an image rating as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 6 3 ;
where f i (i ¼ 0, 1) is the statistical mean image under hypothesis H i and the superscript t denotes a transpose. The columns of matrix U contain the spatial responses for a group of spatialfrequency channels. A sparse set of three difference-ofGaussian (DOG) channels originated by Abbey and Barrett 13 was selected. The spatial response for a given channel was obtained as the discrete Fourier transform of the discretized channel. Also in Eq. (2), the 3 × 3 composite channel covariance matrix K was computed as the arithmetic average of the ensemble covariance matrices E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 6 3 ; 3 6 9 K i ¼ hU
under the two hypotheses. The bracket notation h:i fjH i indicates a conditional average over the images under hypothesis H i . For a background-known-exactly (BKE) task, K is computed based on a single noise-free background. In a background-knownstatistically (BKS) task, background variations factor into the matrix. 11 
Visual-Search Observers
A VS observer applies a sequential search-and-analysis process to detect lesions. The search step finds suspicious locations (or candidates), possibly identifying false positives while missing actual lesions. The search is, therefore, implicitly affected by noise texture, and by extension, the choice of sampling parameters. Following the search, analysis of the candidates yields the most-probable lesion location and a confidence rating. For one set of VS observers in this work, the search was guided by morphological features derived from knowledge of the lesion profile s. Each feature generates a correlation map and local maxima in the map represent candidates. We define a generic correlation map by the 2-D cross correlation E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 6 3 ; 1 1 3 
where the double asterisks denote the cross correlation and O represents an image processing operator applied to both the lesion and the image. Specifically, Ofsg represents a feature of interest. Three features were, respectively, defined by the identity operator, the 2-D gradient, and an approximate radial gradient represented by the Burgess eye filter. 14 Figure 1 shows the candidate search process for a test image. Details on the test image generation are provided in Sec. 2.5.
The identity operator generated the matched-filter (MF) map [ Fig. 1(b) ] as the cross correlation of s and f, whereas the 2-D gradient produced the gradient MF (GMF) map [ Fig. 1(d) ] as the sum E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 4 2
in which the right-hand terms denote the partial derivatives of s and f in the x and y directions, respectively. Last, an MFe (MF + eye filter) map [ Fig. 1(c) ] used the convolution of s with the eye filter as the cross-correlation kernel in Eq. (4). The eye filter resembles a 2-D ramp filter at low and midrange frequencies but rolls off at high frequencies.
To identify candidates, each map was segmented using the built-in MATLAB watershed routine. 15 The routine was applied to the additive inverse of the map, so that each watershed segment was associated with a local maximum. Those maxima within the ROI defined the candidates for the map. Note that the ROI delineation in Fig. 1 (a) omitted several lesion-like structures that the human observers learned to ignore during training. Example map segmentations and the resulting candidates for the three MFs are, respectively, shown in the third and fourth columns of Fig. 1 .
How a VS observer analyzes the candidates to render LROC data depends on how many features are used. In this work, each of the three features was used to construct a single-feature VS observer, which we shall refer to as the MF, MFe, and GMF observers. The analysis for a single-feature model simply entailed selecting the candidate with the largest feature value. A feature-adaptive VS observer, described next, used multiple features, and the candidate analysis was carried out with a linear discriminant.
Feature-Adaptive Visual-Search Observer
Size, shape, and intensity are among the physical characteristics commonly recognized as significant for lesion detection. However, quantifying any one of these characteristics usually requires assumptions about the others. Similarly, the correlation maps for the morphological features discussed in Sec. 2.3 provide relative measures of these characteristics that are conditioned on knowledge of the lesion profile. The MF map computes a weighted sum of image intensity within lesion-sized regions, whereas the MFe and GMF maps quantify similarity with the lesion size and shape.
Yet humans might be expected to use more than just a single feature. Starting with a base set of features, an FAVS observer selectively chose a subset of features based on training performance. Although the model permits adaptive selection for both the search and the analysis, only the search adaption was applied for this work.
The FAVS model used radial gradient features, but instead of defining these features as operators applied to the known lesion profile as in Eq. (4), the k'th feature instead took the form Ofŝ k g, whereŝ k represented a presumed lesion profile. The correlation maps were thus of the form E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 6 3 ; 3 7 9 z k ¼ Ofŝ k g Ã ÃOffg;
(6) using 2-D Gaussians with standard deviations of 0.8, 1.4, and 3.0 cm as the presumed profiles. The choice of these profiles stemmed from how Eq. (6) was computed. An efficient way is to consider the equivalent equation E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 6 3 ;
with the adjoint operator O † . When O is a spatial derivative, then O † O is the negative second derivative, which can be approximated for a given Gaussian profile by a specific DOG function. For the three Gaussians described above, the DOG channels used by the CH observer are appropriate. The FAVS maps were thus computed by cross correlating f with the spatial responses of the DOG channels.
The adaptive feature selection was conducted by computing the fraction of lesion-present training images for which the lesion was included as a candidate. Candidates within a radius R CL (the radius of correct localization) about a lesion center were associated with the lesion. (This same radius was also used to judge observer localizations in the LROC study; how R CL was set is described in Sec. 2.6.) A feature was discarded for the testing phase of the study when this fraction was below a selection threshold δ. Values of δ between 0.75 and 0.95 were tested. The preserved features generated candidates as described in Sec. 2.3. With multiple features, the set of candidates for an image was formed by aggregating the candidates from the correlation maps.
The candidate analysis used all three features to construct a shift-invariant linear discriminant. The discriminant was calculated from candidate statistics in the lesion-absent and lesion-present training images, based on the assumption that the candidate feature values were distributed according to location-marginalized multinormal probabilities. We let the three-element vectors p 1 andp 0 represent the respective mean feature vectors for lesion-present and lesion-absent candidates. With K p the composite feature covariance matrix calculated as the average of the covariance matrices from the lesion-absent and lesion-present candidates, a Hotelling test statistic at the j'th candidate can be calculated as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 4 7
where p j is the feature vector for the j'th candidate. For this study, Eq. (8) was applied with the full covariance matrix and also with only the diagonal values as computed from lesionabsent candidates alone. The results presented herein were acquired using the diagonal matrix as little difference was found between the two approaches. Maximizing λ FAVS;j over the candidates produced the LROC data for the image.
Imaging Simulation
Our studies explored data acquisition and reconstruction for 2-D images. We started with a portion of the three-dimensional extended cardiac torso (XCAT) phantom, 16 with the subvolume of interest containing the lungs and heart in the torso. This subvolume was generated as a 2048 3 array with a voxel size of 0.026 cm. A transverse 2-D XCAT slice that included both the lungs and the heart was then extracted as a background phantom. To prepare for the LROC study, circular soft-tissue lesions of radius 1 cm and a relative intensity of 2.0 were added to the lungs to form 500 single-lesion phantoms. Each phantom had a unique lesion center location randomly sampled from a map of the lung pixels. (This map also represented the search region for the VS observers, as shown in Fig. 1 .) The lesion locations were equally divided between the left and right lungs.
For the location-known study, the same XCAT slice was used as the background phantom. Phantoms were also created from an additional five slices containing lung. Reconstructions from all six slices were used to train the CH observer for a BKS task.
The MATLAB radon routine was used to create noisefree sets of 1-D projections with P ¼ 15; 20; 30; 64; and 128 projections over 180 deg. Note that the lesion projections were generated independently and were then combined with the background projections. The projections were then downsampled to detector bin dimensions of N ¼ 128 (pixel size of 0.42 cm) and 256 (pixel size of 0.21 cm). Poisson noise based on mean total acquisitions of 15 and 65 million counts was then added to the projections, and 2-D reconstructions were generated with filtered backprojection (FBP). As the 128 × 128 reconstructions for N ¼ 128 were difficult for humans to read, these were resized to 256 × 256 using linear interpolation. Sample FBP images are shown in Fig. 2 for N ¼ 256 and P ¼ 20, 30, and 64 projection angles.
Observer Studies
Two nonradiologist imaging scientists read high-count LROC image sets for all P. For each combination of N and P, there were 50 training images followed by 100 test images. These training and test sets both contained equal numbers of lesionpresent and lesion-absent images. The image-set reading order varied with observer and the reading order of the images within a set was randomized. The observers provided confidence ratings on a four-point scale.
Correct localizations were scored using the same localization radius R CL that was used for feature selection by the FAVS observer. This threshold was set by an empirical process involving localizations from the human observers such that small changes in R CL would not substantially alter an observer's calculated performance. 17 Individual observer performance was computed for a given N − P combination by numerical integration of the empirical LROC curve, and overall performance was recorded as the average over the two observers. Uncertainties in overall performance are reported as AE one standard error.
The VS observers also read the high-count images, using 200 training images and 800 test images for each parameter pair, with both sets equally divided between lesion-present and lesion-absent images. The training images were used to estimate the lesion profile s and (for the FAVS observer) the feature covariance matrix of Eq. (8) . The observer rating data were preserved as floating-point values and the same R CL value was used as in the human-observer study. A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the results, with projection angles, detector dimension, and observers (the VS and individual human observers) as fixed factors. Pairwise differences between the observers were examined with the Tukey honest significant differences (HSD) test. 18 The CH observer was applied for both the low-count and high-count images in separate BKE and BKS studies. The observer read 800 test images per parameter combination. A separate set of 2000 images was used to compute the means and covariance matrix of Eq. (2). More training images were used than for the FAVS observer, which only required estimation of the feature variances while extracting more information per image. The testing and training sets were equally split between lesion-present and lesion-absent images. For the BKS task, the training images represented six different XCAT slices. Note that the BKS test images featured the same single background as the BKE study and the LROC study.
Results
Human Observer Results
The LROC results for the human observers are summarized in Table 1 . An R CL value of six pixels (1.3 cm, roughly equal to the lesion radius) was used for the calculations. The uncertainties in individual performance ranged from 0 to AE0.03, increasing for lower values of P. Average performance was largely the same for both values of N, varying substantially only for 20 projection angles. The lowest performance was obtained for P ¼ 15 projection angles, increasing monotonically to a plateau of about 1.0 for P ≥ 64.
Single-Feature VS Observer Results
As shown in Fig. 3 , the performance trends for the MF, GMF, and MFe observers tracked the trends in average human performance, although none of the models agreed exactly with the humans. The linear correlation coefficients between the average human and the model observers for N ¼ 128 were 0.81 (MF observer), 0.97 (GMF observer), and 0.98 (MFe observer). For N ¼ 256, the respective coefficients were 0.94, 0.99, and 0.99. For a given P, the MFe and GMF observers, both sensitive to edge structure, consistently scored higher using the larger detector dimension. The effect was less pronounced for the MF observer. Overall, the MF observer showed the best quantitative agreement with the average human scores. Figure 4 shows how the average number of candidates per image varied as a function of the numbers of acquisition counts and projection angles P for the three VS observers. The test images for this plot were generated with N ¼ 256, but similar results were observed for N ¼ 128. The shape of the curves corresponds with the shape of the performance curves of Fig. 3 , with the numbers of candidates reaching a plateau between 30 and 64 angles. As would be expected, increasing the acquisition counts decreased the number of candidates. For a given P, the GMF observer generated the most candidates, whereas the MFe observer generated the fewest.
Channelized Hotelling Observer Results
The outcomes from the location-known studies with the CH observer are shown in Fig. 5 . These plots summarize the impact of sampling parameters N and P, the task paradigm (BKE/ BKS), and the acquisition counts on observer performance.
At both count levels with the BKE task [ Fig. 5(a) ], the effects of N and P on performance were negligible. For the BKS task [ Fig. 5(b) ], performance steadily increased with larger N, but there was no discernible trend with respect to P. At lower numbers of projection angles, the radial gradient of the widest Gaussian profile was most often selected as an efficient feature. The FAVS models outperformed the single-feature observers for P ¼ 15, whereas the range of scores for other P values was similar for both types of VS observers. With the two lowest P values, the FAVS observers performed best with N ¼ 256, but N had less effect with higher values of P.
ANOVA Results
Ten values of A L (five P values per N value) for each of the eight human and VS observers were input into the three-way ANOVA. The results are shown in Table 2 . All of the primary and two-way interaction effects were found to be significant at the α ¼ 0.05 level. The primary effects were particularly strong. A posthoc Tukey HSD test found a significant difference between the two human observers: observer #2 was most similar to the FAVS observers with the two lower δ values, whereas observer #1 compared most favorably with the remaining FAVS observer and the MF observer. As shown in Figs. 3 and 6, all of the observers had the same general response to increases in P and N; the significant interactions involving the observers were due to variations in the magnitude of the response.
Discussion
We tested two approaches for using model observers to evaluate basic tomographic acquisition protocols. The premise for the CH study is that outcomes with location-known tasks are predictive of results with more-complex tasks. 19, 20 However, no particular performance trends were noted with respect to sampling parameter P for this observer, even when increased quantum noise and background uncertainty were incorporated into the task. With the BKS task alone, the CH observer did show consistently better performance with increased detector dimension N. The VS observers, applied to the LROC task of interest, demonstrated overall agreement with how the human observers responded to changes in N and P.
At issue is the substantial prior knowledge that a model observer may bring to a task. Information about lesion geometry and location, as well as background structure, is central to ideal observers such as the CH model. Internal noise can provide some counterbalance but is not meant to compensate for excessive prior knowledge. This problem can persist with search 
tasks.
11 Alternatively, sources of noise and uncertainty are more easily integrated into the dual stages of the quasi-ideal VS observer. For example, the impact of noise texture is consistently defined through the candidate search, whereas inserting anatomical noise for the CH observer required a supposition of background variations. An explicit search task is not required, as the VS observer can also be applied for location-known tasks. 21 The VS observers operated with features that are commonly used to construct other model observers. 22 The features engendered by the MF, GMF, and MFe operations relate to relevant lesion characteristics such as intensity and size of image structures. Moreover, eye-tracking experiments with simulated DBT images 23 have found high correlations between human-observer dwell times at fixation points and the corresponding feature values.
Testing of the FAVS observer is another important contribution of this work. For images from a given N − P pair, this observer was trained to select relatively effective search features from a base set of features. (Allowing different features to be used for the search and analysis acknowledges that human observers may do the same.) Changing the selection threshold δ for the FAVS observer produced performance variations on par with the variations between our human observers. In assessing this result, one should realize that with the exception of the R CL threshold estimation, the human-observer data played no role in the VS observer training. Such data would be required were the model observers expected to mimic specific human observers.
Substantial differences between the CH and FAVS observers might be obscured by the fact that they used the same DOG channels and implemented linear discriminants based on channel statistics. That was practically the extent of their similarity. For the CH observer, the channels simulated the human visual system. With the FAVS observer, the channels implemented gradient features for three presumed lesion profiles, adding uncertainty to the detection task that the CH and single-feature observers did not contend with.
Overall, this work provides basic insights into the use of model observers for task-based studies of medical image quality, but as an assessment of CT acquisition protocols, there are clear limitations. The physics of the imaging simulation was relatively simple compared with the realities of CT imaging. Also, case variability was minimal and the LROC study had but two participants. Future studies with an upgraded imaging simulation will employ additional observers with the goal of investigating adaptive model observer correlations across a wider spectrum of human abilities and experience levels.
Conclusions
This work has compared two approaches to assessing essential CT acquisition parameters with model observers. Variations between the human observers matched those obtained with a feature-adaptive version of the VS observer. These results demonstrate the usefulness of a two-stage observer model for assessing the effects of noise textures on the detection-task performance of humans.
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